Country: Luzon Isld., Philippine Islands.

Locality: Cagayan River, Kagadayan.

People: Ilongot.

Name: Knife and sheath (itan), Iron blade and handle. Flat, curved edged blade tapering to handle. Handle bound with brass strips, wire and rattan. Thin brass disk hand guard. Sheath of two thin flat pieces of light wood, partly covered with bark and strips of rattan. Curved, flaring end. Cordage waist string.

Collection: R. F. Cummings Expedition,

(Wm. Jones, Collector 1908-09).

Notes (Over).

Width: 42.5 cm, Height: Price.
Heel of blade with 3 triangular perforations. Sheath of bētak; body incased in bark cloth and wrapped with bejuca rattan; girdle of bark cloth cord.